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Results of dielectric relaxation (DR), quauialastio neutron 
scattering (QNS), calorimetric DSC axid nreliainary 2-ray measure¬ 
ments on the fifth member - 5.OAOB - of the alkoxyazoxybenztme 
homologous series are presented. It has been found that 5.OAOB 
exhibits two mesophases» a nematio (H) and am "intermediate" 
crystalline phase (CrI) just below it. ft-om comparison of the DB 
and QNS studies one can conclude that in the N phase the molecule 
as a whole performs rotational diffusion around the long axi? 
( z£ *" 150 pe) and at the same time the two moieties perform 
faster independent reorlentations around N - 0 bonds (0 stands 
for the benzene rings) with rC® r*> 5 pa. Ihe Cr I phase is iden¬ 
tified as a solid uniaxial rotational phase in which fast mole¬ 
cular reorientations exist. It seeu that the fast rs«rlentations 
obserred in the H phase to aome extent survive to the Cr I phase * 
A model of molecular arrangements in the Cr I phase is proposed, 
and it explains the reduction of the dielectric increment rv. 
served on passing from the H phase to this phase 

W pracy przedstawione są wyniki pomiarów dla piątego związku 
(5.0A0B) szeregu homologicznego di-alkoksyazoksybenzenów uzys¬ 
kane następującymi metodamit dielektrycznej relaksacji (DR), kwa-
zielastycznego rozpraszania neutronów (QNS), kalorymetrii ska¬ 
ningowej (DSC) oraz wstępne wyniki dyfrakcji promieni X. Stwier¬ 
dzono, ze 5.0A0B posiada dwie mezofazyt nematyczną (H) i "po-
ńrednią" (Cr I) występującą bezpośrednio poniżej punktu krzep¬ 
nięcia fazy H. Przez porównanie wyników badań metodami DR i QHS 
można stwierdzić, że w fazie H molekuła jako całość wykonuje dy~ 
fuzje rotacyjną wokół długiej osi ( ̂  <~-> 150 ps) i równoczeńiia 
dwie Jej połówki wykonują szybkie niezależne reorientacje wokół 
wiązań H - 0 (gdzie 0 oznacza pierścień benzenowy) z >z^ r~. 5 ps* 
?azę Cr I zidentyfikowano Jako jednoosiową fazo rotacyjną, w któ¬ 
rej istnieją szybkie reorientacje molekuł, łydaje się, ze szybkie 
reorientacje obserwowane w fazie H przeżywają w pewnym stopniu do 
fazy Cr I. Zaproponowano model uporządkowania molekuł w fazie 
Cr Z, który tłumaczy redukcję inkrementu dielektrycznego obser¬ 
wowaną w przejściu z fazy H do Cr I. 



B padoro apeAOTaBxeim peay»»ara aauepeHKtt apouasneuux 
MToro vteHa - 5.0A05 - roiioaormecKoro pima 
desaojw, npi acnonaoBaaaa IOTOAOB: saaraicTpOTecKOH 
( D B ) , RBasayopyroro pacceraaa EeflrpoHOB(QNS), oKaiujmroBoil Kaao-
pntetpai, a taau npesBapHiejoHne peayxbiasu peHTreHOBCKOfl 
ftjajcniw. Odaapyxeao, VTO 5.QAOB m e e t ABO ue8O$aau: 
( i ) i "npouexyrovByD" spaoxaumeosyii ( c r i ) cywecTBywuyD Heno-

Mioce to^K« aauepsaHHfl (KpenaoHiw). CpaBHHBan pe-
DH a QHS BooaeftOBaaue! KOHCTaaTapyexcH, ITO B $aae B 

y sax aeaoe ooBepaaex potaqaoHuyn sK^^yan BOKpyr AIKEBOR 
OCH (•z£a<--150 no) a osHOBpeiieHHo AB« ee OCUHOBBHH ooBepaant (Soiee 
Ouotpo KeaaBHonoie peopeHiamia sospyr H - 0 OBHSH ( 0 

vfixa) o 2: ^ S n o » 4 a s y c* J aseatanapoB 
potanaoHHyD iBepayn $a3y, B KoiopoM oyaeoiByw 

peopoBraiuu. Kaietca, i t o Ofucxpue peopeHTanan 
xue B H $aae npcwsBajw B aexoTopofi cxeneHK ao $aaii cr i . 
jioieao MoaezB ynopjwOTeHHH uoaeKya s $aae cr i , soTopaa OÓŁHCHH-
67 peayKUHD aaaaeHtpMooKoro aaxpeueHta, BadJUQAaetiyv npa nepe-
zose o $aan • AO BTOJI $asn. 



1. XBTRODUCTIGN 

molecular xeorientational dynamice In liquid crystals has 

been the subject of intensive studies for about fifteen years 

(sea, e.g. /1-3/). Among various experimental techniques the di¬ 

electric relaxation (DR) /2-6/ and the quasielastic neutron scat¬ 

tering (QNS) /I, 7-12/ are the two methods whioh have systema¬ 

tically been applied for this purpose. Due to the wide range of 

frequencies, from radio to microwave ones, the DR method can 

detect both the slow reorieutation of molecules around the short 

axes and the fast motion around the long axes. Bie QHS method, 

on the other hand, can detect only the fast molecular reerienta-

tions with the characteristic times in the range of 10*"11f10"12a. 

She DR method was a means for establishing that the dielec¬ 

trics relaxation times, 'ZJy > connected with the reorlentation of 
molecules around the short axes, obtained far the 5, S, and Sn 

—7 —8 phases are of the order of 10 + 1 0 * /2-6/. On passing to 

highly ordered smectio phases, such as SB, S» and S,, the pro-

cess under discussion is still observed, although tj, becomes 

longer by about one order of magnitude /2/» 

Ihere exists another dielectric relaxation process observed 
for frequencies above ~100 MBs* It is characterised by the re¬ 
laxation tine -t£H being of the order of 10~ 1 0 * 10"11 a /2-5/» 
thus, it partly ocerlapa the range of correlation times acces¬ 
sible to the QHS method ( r®"3). There is no doubt that the high 
frequency relaxation process is connected with the whole molecu¬ 
le reorientations around long axes /3/. Until recently, the QIS 
•easurements were interpreted in teras of the same reorienta¬ 
tions /I,11,12/. In this later oase one commonly assumed that 
the molecules are rigid bodies. 

However, the measurements carried out fox some members of 
dl-alkoxyasoxybenxene homologous series (abbreviated as n.OAOB) 
in the last few years in our group, with the use of OR and QMS 
methods, have shown that the assumption about rigidity of the 
molecules cannot explain the experimental results satisfactorily. 



ij; <•- matter of fact, the QU£ correlation times are systematical¬ 

ly shorter than the DR once and thase differences are distinctly 

beyond the limits of possible corrections arising from the local 

field factor (which enlarges, to some extent, the m»cxoscopic 

relaxation time in relation to microscopic dipole correlation 

time) /I, 23A In the nematic phases of the substances with 

n a 1, 2 and 3 it has been found that the ratio q • t^ / 'j®1 ' 

is of the order of 5 T 10. Shis fact has stimulated a new approac." 

to the problem of the type of molecular motions that the QSS 

method really detects /1/« Taking also Into account the results 

of other experimental techniques and the results of quantum-

chemical calculations it has been suggested /1, 9, 13/ that the 

QNS method detects reorientational motions of molecular fragments 

around the H - 0 bond, 0 standing for the benzene ring. Unfortu¬ 

nately, thie conclusion cannot be extended to other liquid crys¬ 

tal substances, as for no other substance both methods, DR and 

Q5S, were applied. But as a continuation of the systematic in¬ 

vestigations of the n.OAOB with the use of both, DR and QSS, 

methods. Baie substance exhibits a nematic phase (N) in a wide 

temperature range and an "Intermediate" phase (Cr I) just below 

it (see fig. 1). In this paper we present the results obtained 

in a wide range of temperatures covering the two solid phasee 

and the nematic one. Special attention will be paid to the Cr I 

phase which is interpreted as a solid rotator (plastic) phase. 

As will be shown, the results obtained for the H and Cr I phases 

of 5.0A0B can throw more light on the problem of different me¬ 

chanisms of the molecular processes observed. 

2. 1KB SUBSTAHCB 

Both the normal (do-5.OAOB) and the chain deuterated 

(d22-5.OAOB) substances ware synthesized /15/ in the Institute 

of Chemistry of the Agricultural and Pedagogical University at 

Siedlce (Poland). The phase situation for the nondeuterated 

substance is presented in Fig. 1. As it is seen there, the fol¬ 

lowing phas* stquano* takes place 
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W g . 1 DSC reaulta obtained for 5.OAOB during cooling (BIO) and 
heating (BHDO) prooeaaea. The aynbola I, H, Cr i and 
Ot II stand for tba iaotropic, aamatio, "intarmadlat«» 
cryatal aad noraal oryatal poasaa, raapectiTaly. 
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(R is tha gaa conatant). aha tranaition temperaturee obtained 

by the DSC method for the dauterated aubatanoe are about I - 3 K 

lower than thoae of the normal compound. 

Molecular atructura of 5.0A0B ia presented in Pig. 2. The 

Bolecule poaaeaaea three group dipole moaenta concentrated at 

the H20 bridging group and OCjH^ and groups. Two principal axes 

of rotational aotiona of the whole molecule /32/ are preaented 

i\ and Bg). in the diacuaaion below a possibility of intramole-

oular motion of moietiea about the para aiea ( B , i.e. H - 0 

bonda) will be considered. 

The neutron and X-ray diffraction neaaurementa performed with 
the powder aampla for the two aolid phaaea of 5.0A0B (Wg. 3) 



Pig. 2 Molecular structure of 5.OAOB. S, L and P stand, respec¬ 
tively, for the short, long and para axes about which the 
respective reorientations (Rg, R, and Rp) may take place. 

showed that the Cr II phase has a triclinic struoture /28, 29/, 

while Cr I seems to have a monoclinio one* By comparing the in¬ 

tensity and the number of Bragg peaks obtained for 5.01OB with 

those of TBBA /14/ one can oonclude that the Cr I phase of the 

former is at least as ordered as the VII phase of the latter. 

Therefore it is quite reasonable to treat the Cr I phase as a 

solid one (see also /17/)> Shis statements is supported by some 

other arguments, as the high entropy of the Cr I-»I transition 

and the lack of reorientations of molecules around the short 

axes (see below). 
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3 X-ray diffraction powder pattern* acquired for the I, 
Cr I and Cr II phases of 5.OAOB at A • 1*937 i. 

3. DIBLBCTRIC STUDY 

Tht dieltotrio p«rmittivitita of 5.OAOB have b««n aeaBored 
at varioua frequency range• ai a function of temperature, cov¬ 
ering all phaaea of the aubstanoe. She experimental arvangementa 
were deaoribed elsewhere /2, 5, 6/* She main result* (see also 
/6, 16/) can be suamariied as followst 



1 • ' ". •O&rC-l'lO - WiW'i:. 1.'.. Г 'V.i ..S'U.'. I'I/."it r .'-;.: л( 

iwo ГР . aeration dorceins (v'/i'' ':i';i " i'1-'1') ''uc-j "•.•".-о OOSJJ' год •. 
7д~ ' ; i » process in- ci' the Leb^b type arid is ;:-tiracteriaed by 

„ft ~g a j'fiaxation tiae between 10 und 10 a< Its dielectric, inaia-
inent, £Q - £ v is between 0.3 and 0.4 and ectivatioa energy 

i.; 84 kJ/moi. This dielectric process is certainly connected 

with 180°~jumps of the molecules about the short axes (reorien

tation Hs in Pig. 2). 

2) por a perpendicular orientation of the nexnatio phaset 

f J. 3, only one relaxation process is observed and it is» in the 

GHs frequency range. This process is characterized by the rela

xation time of 10" ? 10*" вв the dielectric increment of about 
's,;8 and the activation energy of about 25 fcj/mol. It is mainly 
connected with the reorientation of the molecule as a whole 
around the long axis (reorientation R, in Fig* 2)„ However, t> 
distribution of the relaxation timea indicates that other mole-
cujar reorientations may contribute to this high frequency re
laxation process /32/. 

It should be noted that the dielectric relaxation times extra-
polated to the H-+C.V I transition point are 6 • 10 ' a and 
2 • 10" s for the low and the-high frequency processes, res
pectively. 

Гпе results for the solid phases of 5.0A0B are presented in 
Fig. 4 which shows temperature dependences of the dielectric 
constant S' and losses 6" obtained at 10 kHz and 1.14 GHz. As 
it can be seen, in the Cr II phase the kHz and GHz measurements 
give roughly £ ;» n and l"a 0, which corresponds to a complete 

freezing out of the molecular reorientations in this phase. 

At the cr II — * Or I transition point pronounced steps in the 

dieleotric permittivities measured at all frequencies have been 

observed. This faot evidently shows that in the Cr I phase a 

dielectric relaxation prooeas does exist. This process is cha

racterized by the dielectric increment €Q - n 2 » 0.5. In the 

frequency range from 10 kHz to 100 kHz £' does not show any 

10 



330 340 350 r(K( 

Fig. 4 Temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity 
and obtained for 5.0A0B at 10 kHz and 1.14 GHz, 

dispersion and £^remains equal to zero. It means that on pas¬ 
sing from the nematic to Cr I phase the reorientation of the 
molecules around the short axes become frozan out. It is worth 
mentioning that the low frequency relaxation process waa ob¬ 
served even for highly ordered Smectic phases such as Sfi, S Q 

and Sg /2/. Cfc the other hand, at the MHz and GHz frequencies 
the dielectric permittivity £' exhibits a strong dispersion 
which ±B accompanied by the dielectric losses i"(Fig. 4). 
Unfortunately, poor accuracy of the measurements in solid 

11 



phases (eap»cially la the case of £') and a big gap in the fre¬ 
quencies used nalce a detailed analysis of the relaxation proces-
eea which tak* place in the Cr I phase, rather difficult. 
Tig. 5 shows Vvalues measured at two megaherta (1.1 and 10 MHz) 
and four gigahertz frequencies (1.1, 1.8* 7*4 and 9.4 GHz). If 
the existence of only one Dabye relaxation prooeas la assumed 
in this phase one should obtain the oritioal frequency of oa. 
5-to8 BE {t°R ~3»10~*° s) and the dieleotrio inorenent of oa. 
1.9* Sinoe the latter value is considerably larger than the ob¬ 
served (CQ - n >-value, it is reasonable to say that the dieleo¬ 
trio spectrum in Or I phase it not a single Debye one but ra¬ 
ther complex. One of possible treatments of this spectrum would 
be, for instance, to separate it into two dieleotrio prooesses 
as shown tgsttmplarily in rig* 5. Anyway, the results of dieleotrio 
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0.0 

\ 
\ 1 

\ / 
\ l 
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M' 
1 
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1 
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I \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 
\ \ 

y \ \ i 

i 
\ 

\ 

108 101 1012 VtHz3 
fig. 5 Dieleotrio losses f"measured la Or I phase of 5.0A0B 

at 1.1 and 10 MRz, and 1.14, 1.8, 7.4 and 9.4 Cfflt. 
Solid line corresponds to the oase when one Debye re¬ 
laxation prooess is assumed to exist. Oie dashed lines 
show a possible guess of a separation of relaxation 
speotrua into two prooesses. 
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measurements presented, allow us to conclude that' fast molecular 
reorientationa around the long axes do exist In the Cr I phase. 

This seems to be the first oase where auoh a high frequency 
dielectric prooess is observed for the solid phase of a liquid 
crystalline material. Only some very low frequency dielectric 
relaxation processes were observed »o far /19, 22/. 

4. QSS STVDI 

The QHS experiments were carried out on two neutron Bpeotro-
meterst 1) on the inverted-geometry spectrometer (ED 300) in-
etalled at the pulsed reaotor IBR-30 at JDubna, U35R and 2) on 
the time-of-fllght (TOP) spectrometer at the JSSP II .reactor at 
Kjeller, Vorway. Ihe inoldent neutron energies were 5*11 me7 and 
4.63 meV for the ED SOG and TO? spectrometers, respectively. The 
energy resolution for both spectrometers was ~0.20 me?. The 

spectra were measured at the following scattering anglest 30°» 

40° and 50° at KJeller, and 50° at Dubna. She measurements were 

perforated for the Cr II phase (290, 323 and 332 K ) , Cr I phase 

(341. 343 and 344 K) and nematic phase (353» 363 and 374 X ) . She 

spectra obtained for the Cr II phase (evidently with no quasi-

elastic component) were used to determine the resolutions and to 

subtract the inelastie background /7/. The model scattering law 

S(>f,co) was convoluted with the resolution before being fitted 

to the experimental data. The fitting prooess was made on the 

C2BER-72 computer using the UUKJII programme from the CStf 

library* 

Comparison of speotra obtained for different phases is shown 

in W g . 6. The spectrum measured for the Cr II phase has only 

the elastic component, whereas tha speotra obtained for Cr I and 

S phases exhibit distinot quasielastio broadening which for beth 

normal and chaln-deuterated substance is praotioally the same. 

Quantitative analysis of the speotra were done by using models 

with the following assumption! 

13 
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Comparison of QNS spectra obtained for the N, Cr I and 
Cr I I phases of d0 and dg2-5.OAOB (KJeller data)0 

t) The molecules are in all-trans configurationf, and 
2) The protons perform uniaxial reoriantation, 
Tno models of proton motions have been applied i 

J, Protons perform instantaneous jumps by 180° (180°-jumps 
model). The scattering law for this model isj 

2 X£± r< 
sc 2 i 

1 sin 2Kr( r 
2 r 

where 4icJ> and ilK are the energy and momentum transfers, 
raspectively, ai is fraction of the protons in the molecule 
whose giration radii are r£. Half-width of the Lorentz curve, 

H 



, i s ta« adju; . tab.i« paraae <• JX tuid l a co.unectac! wi'i-h tj;t*» 
a»je jr'vi'fiideiH'e: time lp by ' a 2 -fx/t . 

^£^si.,JLł. Pro tona perform random walk with inf ini tes iinal atepe 
(diffusion model), flie scattering law for this model i s i 

2 £~ /I 
11 7T 

(3) 

where <CJ^) are the avexages of the squares of cylindrical Beesal 
functions* The correlation time T^ is the adjustable parameter 
of the model and is connected with Hn byi TĄ • n % / /^, 

Two sets of giration radii coireaponding for two axes of re-~ 
orientations (axis P and I in Pig. 2) have been used In the fit* 
ting process* In the case of P axis the ri values for 30 protone 
are i 2.14 2 (8 protons in benzene rings), 4*0 % (6 protons in 
methyl groups) and 1.81, 0,55, 3*07 and 1.82 2 (each for 4 pro¬ 
tons in methylene groups). lŁe radii with respect to the long 
molecular axis 1 are different for each proton, e.g. for 8 pro-
tons of the benzene rings x± are 2.17, 1.87» 2.009 2.31, t.58, 
1*80, 2<,i>b and 2.43 S. The first set of radii (2> axis) coxraa-
ponda to a rotation of the two molecular moieties around the 
ft - jt> bands. The second set (Ł axis) corresponds to a rotation 
of the whole molecule around the long axis, 

Wo assumed that the 1200»jumps of the CH3 groups around the 
C, axee and the translational diffusion of molecules do not 
contribute significantly to the form of the scattering law. 

The correlation times obtained by fitting the two sets of the 
giration radii to the same spectra are presented in Table I» One 
can see that the two axes lead to almost equal correlation times, 
from now on we shall concentrate on the case of para axis which, 
we believe, corresponds to the rotation which ie seen by the QSS 
methods, 1Bie results of the fittings are presented in Table II* 

15 



Table I Influence of tbs choice of the axis of reorlentatlon on 
the neutron correlation times T. 

Phase 

B 
(374 K> 

i- - - - • 

Gr I 

do-5.OAO£ 

5.1 
6.6 

6.2 

(344 K) j 6.2 

d22-5.OAOB 

7;o 
7.0 

Axis 

P 
L 

Table II Correlation tiaes, Z^3, and square of the deviation, 
%Z, obtained by fitting the rotational diffusion and 

18O°-junp0 models to spectra of 5.OAOB (P axis) 

1 
I Scat-
• tering 
• angle 
{ 26 

30° 
40° 

i 50° 
! 50° 

Average 

dQ-5.0A0B 

Hematic phase (374 K) j Cr I phase (344 K) 

Diffusion 

3.9 
4.8 
5.5 
3.6 

4.5 

16 
86 
273 
103 

120 

180°-jumps JDiffusion Ji80°-jumps 

4.3 
4.3 
4.2 
3.4 

4.1 

X. J five) 

50 
411 
1224 
346 

508 

0.4 
0.5 

13.7 
11.8 

6.6 

2 

154 
579 
30 
31 

199 

4.2 
4.7 
6.2 
5.5 

5.2 

d22-5.OAOB 

30° 
40° 
50° 

Average 

3.2 
4.1 
7.0 

4.8 

37 
63 
50 

50 

5.2 
4.5 
4.5 

4.7 

44 
68 

361 

158 

0.4 

14.1 

7.3 

321 

65 

193 

2.1 

5.6 

3.9 

* 

41 
26 
23 
31 

28 

151 

36 

94 

i i 

Remarks 

Kjeller 
• 

Dubna 

i 

Kjeller 

n 

1 

1C 



Figa 7 and 8 show examples of fits tor vfte specŁca measured on 
TOP and KD SOG spectrometers, respectively. 

As it is seen from Fable II, for the nematic phase the dif¬ 
fusion model seems to be a little better than the 180°-jumps one, 
whereas for the Cr I phase the situation is opposite. Obis sta-
tement is based on smaller yc values as well as on the smaller 
scatter of correlation times. The change of geometry of motion 
from the uniaxial rotational diffusion (.17 phase> tc 180°-jumps 
when the degree of order of the phase becomes large was observed 
for other substances /11, 12/. The agreement between correlation 
times obtained from the spectra measured on different instru¬ 
ment a seems to be fairly good. 

As seen from Table II the correlation times are practically 
the same for both the normal and ohain-deuterated substances. 

4.0 5.0 6.0' 4.0 5.0 6.0 
Scattered neutron energy (meV) 

Pig. 7 Examples ot the fitting of the 180°-Jumps model (Cr I 
phase) and rotational diffusion model (H phase) to the 
QNS spectra of dQ and d22-5.OAOB (Kjeller data) 



4.0 5.0 6.0 
Scattered neutron energy. (meV) 

Pig. 8 Examplea of the fitting of th« 180°-jumps model (Or I 
phase) and rotational diffusion model (H phase) to the 
QWS spectra of. dQ-5.0A0B (Dubna data) 

It means that the reorientational motions of benzene rings are 
as fast as those of whole molecular moieties, which is in agre¬ 
ement with the results of studies of other mambera of n.OAOB 
homologous series /1, 7, 8/. Also for the Or I phase of 5.0A0B 
each moiety as a whole reorients about the If • 0 bond with a 
correlation time of ~ 5 ps. At the H—>Cr I transition no signi¬ 
ficant change in t has been observed. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
Table III contains the correlation times acquired by our group 

for the nematic phase from the DR ( t, ) and QNS ( %^S) measu¬ 
rements for four members of n.OAOB homologous series. These cor¬ 
relation times were obtained when the molecular rotational dif¬ 
fusion around the long axis (Ł) was assumed responsible for the 
results of both sets of measurements. It Is charaoteristio that 
DR f£\ increases with the length of end groups in the molecule, 

whereas t**s is practically independent of this length. It is 
remarkable that the q value of 5.OAOB is distinctly larger than 
the ones for other compounds. There is evidently a large dis¬ 
agreement between the values of both correlation times and it can 
be explained neither by an influence of the local field faotor 

no 
on the tj_ values nor by the experimental errors. 2bus, one must 
conclude that the two methods detect different reorientational 
motions of the molecules. 

The dielectric high frequenoy process, no doubt, originates 
mainly from the reorientation of molec/'as a whole around the long 
axis. This is confirmed by comparison of the experimental dielec¬ 
tric Increment with the one estimated on the basis of Maier-
Meier theory /24/. As there is a distribution of the dielectric 
Table III Comparison of correlation times obtained from the di-

nn 
eleotrio relaxation (X± ) and quasielastio neutron 
scattering (t ) measurements for four members of 
n.OAOB homologous series in nematio phase 

Substance 

1.OAOB 
2.OAOB 
3 . OAOB 
5.OAOB 

T - T 

10° 
10° ! 
6° 1 

• 1 0 ° , 

tf« (P.) 
23 
27 
50 
90 

rQHS (Ps)' 

4 
4 
9 
4 

6 
7 
5.5 

22 

Ref. 

/23/ 
/5/»/8/ 
/164/V 

- i 
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.;.ón tisea* ens can admit en influence of intramolecular 

and c'oer motions MI the relaxation process observed /16/, 

Ths process seen fcy QNS method :.a supposed to be originating 

from the reorientation of the molecular aoietiee around H - 0 

bonds. It seems that the two moieties perform such motion inde¬ 

pendently. Thue, in the nematic phase of the substances belong¬ 

ing to n.OAOS homologous series the molecule as a whole performs 

rotational diffusion around the long axis and at the same time 

the two moieties perform faster independent reorientations a-

round the H - f> bonds. 

Shen going from the nematic to the Or I phase, fast reorien-

tations of moieties seem still to exist (?ig. 6, Sable II} but 

the large reduotion of the static dielectric constant (Fig*. 4) 

suggests that the dipole reorientation is qualitatively changed 

at the transition. It should be noted that similar dielectrio 

ue)\eviour has been observed in highly ordered emectica /2» 22/ 

and is interpreted as an effect of the appearance of the dipole-

dipole correlations between neighoouring molecules. 

An analysis o£ the dipole correlationsin the Cr I phase of 

5.OAOB would be possible if the molecular arrangements in crys¬ 

tal lattice were known, preliminary X-ray measurements /25/ in¬ 

dicate that the Cr I phase has a layered structure. Such a struc¬ 

ture has also been found in the solid phase of 7.0AOB (HOAS) 

which melts to a smectic C phase /27/. Let us assume that the 

molecules in the Cr I phase are packed in alternate sheets 

"consisting of pairs of molecules In an antiparallel head to tail 

configuration with their S—*• O dipolea opposed attractively so 

that the molecules are displaced relative to each other along 

their long axes by a few X" /27/. Since the Cr I phase is a ro¬ 

tational one we suppose that the packing of molecules is not 00 

tight as in normal crystal and the molecules can reorient around 

the long axes rather easily. 

However, such a molecular arrangement should cause an anti-

parallel correlation of the dipole moments of the molecules in 
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pair, thia fact should then ecrongly influence the value u? the 
3Catic dielectric constant. According to Frahlich-KirkwoosS 
equation suggeetad for solids /31/ one hasi 

9kT 

where u is the molecular dipole moment, g is the dipole cor¬ 
relation factor and other symbols have the usual meanings, 
lactor g can be defined as 

g » 1 + z <cos0^ , (5) 

.uere & is the angle between a chosen dipole and one of its 
nearest neighbours, and <[»••)• means averaging over orienta¬ 
tions of all dipolaa considered. If dipoles have a tendency to 
antiparallel orientations the value of </JOS ©^> is negative, 
which leads to g<1 and then to a reduction of the £Q value. 
Assuming eq. (4) as being applicable to the nematic and Cr X 
phases and supposing the lack of dipole correlations in the ne-
matic phase, one can roughly estimate a value of the g factor in 
Cr I phase, from the experimental £> values on both aides of the 
transition point. One gets g '• 0.23 for z • 2 and subsequently 
6 a 140° which means that in the Cr I phase the orientations of 
the dipole moments in pair are not completely antiparallel. 

fig. 5 show3 that the relaxation process detected in our di¬ 

electric measurements for the Cr I phase consists of several 

molecular motions. More detailed analysis i* impossible, since 

the dielectric increment is small and there is a big gap in the 

measuring frequencies. Cne can suppose that all fast molecular 

motions existing in the nematio phase survive to some extent to 

the Cr I phase. 

we are inclined to classify the Cr I phase of 5.0A0B as an 
uniaxial rotational phase /20/, It should be noted that the 
existence of plastic-like phases in liquid crystalline materials 
was suggested by de Gennes and Sarna /26/. 
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6. CONCLUSIOSS 
1) The 5.OAOB exhibits a non typical for liquid crystalline 

materials phase diagrami beside the nematic phase it has a meso¬ 
morphic Intermediate solid phase (Cr I). 

2) For the nematio phase the DR method reveals the existence 
of fast molecular motion with the relaxation time *£" 
10 i 10" s. Ibis relaxation time is mainly connected with 
the reorientation of the molecule as a whole around its long 
axis. As there is an evidence of some distribution of the rela¬ 
xation times one is inclined to suggest an influence of the 
intramolecular notion of the moieties on this relaxation process. 

3) The QMS method shows, however, that in the nematic phase 
there exists fast molecular notion with correlation time of the 
order of 10 a, which - as we believe on the basis of 
quantum-chemical calculations—is connected with the reorienta¬ 
tion of molecular moieties ebout the para axes. 

4) The Cr I phase is very like the uniaxial rotational phase 
of plastic crystals. The QNS measurements reveal the existence 
of the reorientation of moleoular moieties. The DR measurements 
show that all motions existing in the N phase most probably 
survive to Cr I phase. They become frozen out on passing to the 
Cr II solid. 
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